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In 2020, we saw major shifts in the event
industry as event planners across the world
were unable to host in-person gatherings. But
we also saw people around the world
experiencing a heightened need for
authentic human connection. Many planners
chose to host virtual events, born of a desire
to keep event attendees connected and
provide lasting community through digital
means.
At Pathable, we’re grateful to be able to
provide solutions that connect people to
people around the world. We look forward to
continuing to meet the need for human
connection in the year to come. Because of
the ever-changing conditions, we asked our
clients what the year ahead holds. Read on
for the insights they shared with us.
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Introduction

We surveyed nearly
900 of our clients
about their event
plans, decisionmaking, and timelines
for the year to come.

In order to understand the state of the event industry in 2021
and gather knowledge of how we could support and partner
with our audience, we surveyed nearly 900 of our clients in
December. We asked about their event plans, decisionmaking, and timelines for the year to come.
It was essential for us to collect data around what is
important to our customers so that we can provide the best
product and level of service possible. By learning about
event organizers’ plans and priorities for the year to come,
Pathable will be better able to shape our product and equip
our team to meet the needs of our changing industry.
These findings also serve as a valuable pulse check of how
planners are making event decisions in the year to come,
and as a reflection on many of the learnings gained over the
past year.
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Topic

Event Size

1

To understand our surveyed audience, we asked
about their typical event size, with 44.5% answering
that they typically host events for less than 500 people
and 42% answer that they host 500 to 1000 people.
Another 300 survey respondents responded that their
events welcome more than 1,000 people.

How many attendees do you typically host at your
events?

Less than 500

500 – 1,000

1,000 – 5,000

More than 5,000

45%

42%

27%

5%
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Event Timing
Of those surveyed, 64.3% shared that they typically hold
events in October through December, with April to June
coming in a close second at 53.6%. For those events that
take place later in the year, planners may have more
flexibility in their timeline to determine the format of their
event. The events that typically take place in late spring or
early summer will need to solidify their plans much earlier
this year.

2

When do you typically hold your event(s)?

Q1

January – March

Q2

April – June

Q3

July – September

Q4

October – December

42.5%

53.6%

46%

64.3%
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Content Type

3

Similar to 2020, 96% of respondents said they would host a fully
online or virtual event if an in-person component was not allowed.
Another 22% answered that they would also offer additional
resources to attendees, like webinars and virtual networking.
After a year of adjusting to the limitations of not being able to meet
in-person, these responses clearly indicate that planners have seen
the value of virtual and prefer this method of engagement during
these unknown and evolving times rather than cancelling their
event or not providing a space for connectivity at all.

If an "in person" component for your 2021 event(s) is not
allowed due to COVID-19, what do you plan to do?

96%

22%

3%

0.5%

Host a Virtual/
Online Event
Instead

Provide Educational,
Networking and
Commercial Services
Online

Skip Hosting
Events for The
Year

Other
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Event Type
An overwhelming 78% of those surveyed plan to host events with
both in-person and virtual components, if in-person gatherings are
allowed. What’s more, just 17% of those surveyed planned to host
in-person-only events if in-person elements are permitted in 2021.
This further illustrates an industry-wide intention to incorporate
opportunities for remote attendees to participate in the event while
still practicing small, safe gathering in person. This hybrid event
model shows continued growth and change for events in 2021.
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If an "in person" component for your 2021 event(s) is
allowed, what do you plan to do?

78%

25%

17%

Host Hybrid
Events

Host Virtual Events,
With No In-Person
Component

Host In-Person Only
Event(s)
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Event Type Decision

5

Nearly 38% of decision makers believe that they will
determine how their 2021 events will be hosted within the
first quarter of the year (virtual, hybrid, or in-person).
Although public health conditions and restrictions will
continue to evolve over the year, these results indicate
that many plan to make key decisions about their
events, early on.

When do you expect to make your decision about whether to
host your 2021 event(s) in person, virtual, hybrid, or not at all?

37%
Q1: January,
February or
March

18%
Q2: April, May
or June

4%
Q3: July, August
or September

1%
Q4: October,
November or
December

27%
I’ve already
decided

13%
I’ll decide by the
end of 2020
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Platform Decision
Even more planners, nearly 40%, plan to select a platform to
host their event within the first quarter of the year. In fact,
only 3.5% of respondents plan to select an event platform
for 2021 in July or later. When combined with the above
findings above for event timing and event format decisions,
this data makes it clear that virtual and hybrid events are at
the forefront of planners' minds for the year ahead.

6

When do you expect to make your decision about what platform
to use to host your virtual, hybrid or in-person event?

20%
I’ll decide by the
end of 2020

24%
I’ve already
decided

40%
Q1: January,
February or
March

12%
Q2: April, May or
June

3%
Q3: July,
August or
September

1%
Q4: October,
November or
December
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Pathable Likelihood

7

We were pleased to find that over half of those surveyed,
54.8%, said they definitely would or were very likely to select
Pathable as their platform for virtual or hybrid events, or for their
event mobile app in 2021. Another 38% said they were
somewhat likely to use Pathable this year.
We are excited to continue releasing new features to enhance
virtual and hybrid event experiences for attendees in 2021.

What is the likelihood that you will use Pathable for your virtual or
hybrid event(s) or as your mobile event app in 2021?

41%

38%

14%

7%

Very
Likely

Somewhat
Likely

Definitely

Not Likely
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Conclusion

However and whenever you plan to host
your 2021 events, Pathable has the
capabilities and services to support you.
With interactive tools for engagement,
dedicated support, AV production services
and more, we are reimagining event
management and look forward to helping
you do the same.
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